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Revelation Road Interview Questions - Bill Salus

Introduction
Our guest today is Bill Salus. Bill is an author, researcher, conference speaker, and host of the popular radio
program heard in Southern California called, “Prophecy Update.” He has appeared on numerous radio and
TV shows, like Jewish Voice and Christ in Prophecy, and his articles have been published worldwide over the
Internet on sites like World Net Daily, Rapture Ready, Worldview Weekend and many more.
He has just released a brand new book called Revelation Road, Hope Beyond the Horizon.
In fact, his new book has recently received a rave review from World Net Daily. The World Net Daily reviewer, Jim Fletcher, states:
“I’ve been studying Bible prophecy for 20 years, and I’m not sure I’ve ever seen a better, more creative
presentation of this all-important subject than Bill Salus’s new and extensive biblical commentary, Revelation
Road.”
Bill, welcome to the program...
Bill - You have just released a new book, and the book trailer says, “you are invited to a unique one-of-a-kind
reading experience. Enjoy a novel and a non-ﬁction commentary at the same time.” Three questions immediately come to mind:
What prompted you to write this book?
What is the book about?
What makes it a unique one-of-a-kind reading experience?
When did the book get released and where can people purchase it?
I noticed that you have the book’s table of contents posted on your website in the Bill’s article section under
“Revelation Road Released - New Prophetic Insights. One of the topics you tackle is, “can the future of the
Middle East be known.” In light of the heightened instability in the region caused by the Arab Spring, and the
concerns about Iran’s nuclear program, most world leaders would appreciate knowing what to expect next
over there.
First, can the future of the Middle East truly be known?
Second, what’s on your Mideast radar screen?
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Many people are obsessed with the 2012 end of the world predictions abundantly circulating over the Internet.
How do the Mideast prophecies you mentioned ﬁt in with this apocalyptic 2012 mania?
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Revelation Road Interview Questions - Bill Salus (continued...)
~ Broad Bushing the End Times’ Middle East Section:
Syria and Iran are rapidly becoming the most troubled spots in the region. Can you inform our listeners
about their future fates?
What about Egypt, the world’s most populated Arab Country? Some scholars suggest that “As Goes Egypt,
So Goes the Entire Middle East.” What does Bible prophecy predict about Egypt?
We would be remiss not to discuss the plight of the Palestinians. Will land for peace deals work? Will there
ﬁnally be a comprehensive peace plan acceptable to both the Israelis and the Palestinians?
Although Libya is in North Africa rather than the Middle East, What about Libya’s future?
~ The Future of America Section:
The way the Middle East is going presently some of the apocalyptic events you discussed could happen as
soon as 2012. How could that affect America, especially in this election year?
What is the future for America? Is America even identiﬁed in the Bible?
~ Interview Conclusion:
The back of your book says, “Once upon a time the Bible predicted the end of time and now the Thompson’s
need revelation about the road ahead. Join them on their journey and discover how their gripping story uncovers the silver lining of hope against the backdrop of global gloom and doom.”
What is this silver lining, this hope beyond the horizon ; that your book’s subtitle speaks of?
Please remind our listeners how they can get in touch with you and your ministry, and where they can
get their hands on a copy of your fascinating book...
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end of questions..

